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DATA PROTECTION POLICY 

Pursuant to Italian Legislative Decree June 30, 2003, n. 196 and subsequent amendments 
(hereinafter the "Privacy Code") and the European Regulation 2016/679 (hereinafter, the "Privacy 
Regulation"), SEMM Foundation - European School of Molecular Medicine (hereinafter, the 
"Owner" or "Foundation"), with headquarters in Via Adamello n. 16, (20139) Milan, VAT number 
03448300966, telephone +39.02.57489806, email info[AT]semm.it, intends to inform you that, in 
the case of your express consent (pursuant to art. 6, paragraph 1, letter a) of the Privacy Regulation), 
your personal data will be processed to update you on all institutional initiatives, by sending 
promotional material, via email (hereinafter, the "Newsletter").  

The data you have provided will be used primarily with paper and / or IT tools, under the authority 
of the Data Controller, by specifically designated, authorized and trained parties (pursuant to art.2-
quaterdecies of the Privacy Code and of the article 29 of the Privacy Regulation). We inform you that 
appropriate security measures are observed, also pursuant to Articles 5 and 32 of the Privacy 
Regulation, in order to prevent the loss of data, its illicit or incorrect use and unauthorised access. 

The data may be communicated, within or outside the EU, in full compliance with the provisions of 
the Privacy Code and the Privacy Regulation, to the following subjects: to the financial 
administration and / or other public authorities, where this is imposed by law or at their request; to 
the structures, subjects and external companies of which the Data Controller makes use for carrying 
out related activities, instrumental or consequent to the execution of the Newsletter service; to 
external consultants, if not designated in writing as Data processors. The updated list of data 
processors, where designated, can be provided upon request by the data subject. 

The data necessary for sending the Newsletter will be processed in an "OPT-OUT" model, ie until 
the data subject exercises the right to unsubscribe from the service. 

At any time, you can exercise your rights under Articles 15 et seq. of the Privacy Regulation, for 
access, rectification, transformation, blocking, cancellation, limitation of processing, in the manner 
established by art. 12 of the Privacy Regulation and with the limits referred to in art. 2-undecies of 
the Privacy Code. 

In the event of failure to respond promptly or inadequately answer by the Foundation, or if you 
deem a violation of the Privacy Code and/or Privacy Regulation exists, you can appeal to the 
Guarantor for the protection of personal data, at the following contacts: registered office: Piazza 
Venezia n. 11, 00187 Rome, website: www.gpdp.it or www.garanteprivacy.it, email: 
garante@gpdp.it, fax: (+39) 06.69677.3785, telephone switchboard: (+39) 06.69677.1 


